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An integrated solution
By combining the new HumidAir™ heated humidifier and 
therapy device, humidification can now be delivered in one 
easy-to-use system. With fewer parts to set up and manage, 
therapy becomes much simpler for you and your patients. 

Humidification made easy
With Climate Control’s enhanced Auto option, both 
temperature and humidity are pre-set at levels designed 
to deliver optimal comfort. So patients can now receive 
comfortable humidification by simply attaching the 
ClimateLineAir™ heated tube and pressing Start. There are no 
settings to change and no complicated menus to navigate. 

Connected care
Every AirSense 10 and AirCurve 10 therapy device features 
built-in wireless technology, which seamlessly connects to 
ResMed’s new cloud-based patient management system, 
AirView.™ So healthcare professionals, including physicians, 
can now rely on one integrated system to provide all the 
information needed to effectively manage patients. AirView 
also offers the capability to troubleshoot remotely, thanks 
to its remote assist feature, so common humidification 
questions can be resolved in minutes.

Find out more at 

ResMed.com/AirSolutions

ResMed Air Solutions offers heated humidification as a standard feature  
built into all ResMed AirSense™ 10 and AirCurve™ 10 therapy devices.  
Now every patient can experience the benefits of humidification—helping 
them adjust to treatment, and use therapy for longer.1
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1  Compared with cold passover humidification. Kline LR et al. NCPAP Acceptance and Compliance is altered by Humidification. Sleep 1999 (Abstract)

AirSense 10 AutoSet™ with integrated HumidAir heated humidifier and ClimateLineAir heated tube.


